
An Urban Regeneration Model for the Historic 
core of Madras



▪ Values, attitudes and belief systems-
scenario in the present day society.

▪ The social, cultural and economic
aspects as underpinnings of heritage.

▪ Idea of multi- disciplinary approach
and inter- disciplinary approach.

▪ Heritage as a driver for a sustainable
development.

▪ The following are a few points that
instigated the purpose to study the
topic:

❖Urban development and its dis-
dain for the past and the
unrestricted faith in industrialization
and modernity.

❖Urban regeneration as a process
of change and the choice of
physical action zones in historic
cores.

❖Aspirations that form the root of
development versus conservation.
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Main Questions

▪ How can a regeneration model driven by heritage instigate change in the dynamics of development in the 

heritage core of Indian cities? 

▪ How can heritage be made a sustainable resource, to facilitate development as well as be made available to 

future generations? 

Subsidiary Questions

▪ In the context of Indian cities, what is development? 

▪ Does heritage mean anything and everything that is old? What do we term as heritage? How can it be sensitively 

incorporated in the development forum? 

▪ What can be done to reverse situations without making historic cores into museums or subjecting them to a 

gentrification process that leads to the replacement of the existing populations and activities? 

▪ What new strategies can be applied to ensure the futures of such historic cores? What are the methodologies 
means and resources required for making decisions on, change‟ in such contexts? 

▪ How are heritage cores responding to the new developments of today’s context? 

▪ What are the degrees of pressures on the cultural heritage of the cities, which are subsequently compromised to 

the pressures of development? 

▪ Is tourism the only means of economy generation to sustain a regeneration model? Why can’t there be other 

means to support urban regeneration with heritage as a driver? 



AIM OF THE THESIS

▪ To address Urban Heritage at various levels- Precinct level,

Sub- Precinct level and Building and Architecture Level,

through sensitive recommendations and guidelines.

▪ A model that demonstrates the Social, Cultural,

Environmental and Economic benefits of heritage in an

Urban scape.

OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS

▪ To Identify historic cores as sensitive areas and there by suggesting

alternative for developments in such sensitive areas of historic

importance.

▪ Framing an approach that would be sensitive towards the rickety

historic fabric.

▪ The strong Economic scenario can be used as a tool for positive Urban

regeneration.

▪ This is literary and a demonstrative study of the impacts of development and prevailing legislative systems on Urban historic cores, in this 

case, Chennai.

▪ The process of Heritage led regeneration forms the base of the argument. 

▪ Assessment of Significance, Identification, Historic Area Character Appraisal and Listing are a part of the process. Grading of heritage is 

looked at theoretically. This however is an integral part of the process, so as to decide how worthy the heritage in question is.

▪ The thesis concludes with guidelines for the identified precinct and sub- precincts, to be considered by owners and users.

▪ It includes all types of heritage, as established by the character appraisal. 



The heritage deliverables

Economic deliverable: 
▪ Principal driver for overseas (and domestic) tourism.
▪ The key component in local distinctiveness in a 

globalised market.
▪ One of the Region’s most distinctive, but under 

exploited offers.
▪ A ‘have & hold’ asset.

Social deliverable:
▪ Key to quality of life measures but also therefore 

hugely significant in business location/retention 
decisions.

▪ Major potential tool for learning and skills development 
and therefore a more productive workforce and 
greater social/community inclusion.

▪ Significant factor in community identity and the 
peoples’ ownership of ‘place’.

▪ A vehicle to achieve equality of access.

Environmental deliverable:
▪ Reuse of embedded resources more sustainable than 

new build.

▪ Vienna model of retrofitting heritage buildings has 
significantly reduced carbon release.

▪ Urban heritage assets more often centralised and 
accessible.

▪ Greater opportunities for mixed use developments and 
meeting a variety of functional needs.

Cultural deliverable:
▪ Cultural heritage as a vehicle for cultural 

enlightenment – where do I come from.
▪ Cultural heritage as a vehicle for democratisation.

Heritage

Environmen
tal

Cultural

Social

Economic





• The Knowledge – a comprehensive and integrated

view of heritage and how the parts fit together.

• The Glue – to act as an umbrella to help co-ordinate

all heritage agencies into a unified and focussed

force.

• The Vision Facilitator – to help develop a unified vision

and delivery plan for heritage.

• The Innovator – to broker positive change in a

sustainable way.

• The Funding Enabler – representing a joined up

proposition to national and international agencies.

• The Demonstrator – articulating the real benefits of

heritage regeneration nationally and internationally.

• The Promoter – articulating a unified product of

universal stature.

▪ Regeneration is a ‘growth industry’ and heritage 

assets can play a central role in achieving 

successful regeneration.

▪ Regeneration represents an opportunity rather 

than a constraint.

▪ There is a strong economic case for regenerating 

historic buildings. 

▪ The inclusion of heritage assets in regeneration 

schemes provides a focus and catalyst for 

sustainable change.



▪ Heritage <> Culture (a confining resource)

▪ Culture- defines social limits within communities and hence social limits define social, economic, civil and political 
experiences

▪ Effect on human dimension- behaviour dictated by mass culture

▪ People <> Heritage <> Environment <> Development

▪ Heritage enhanced development- people driven and accelerated by people

The assets set are:

▪ The Great & The Good

A universally important set of heritage buildings, individually unique and capable of being developed as leading 

cultural, economic and social attractions for visitors and local people.

▪ The Strings of Pearls

A series of heritage collections, unique in the UK, capable of being developed as a linked portfolio of themed 

attractions.

▪ Time & Space

The largest and most complete medieval street pattern in England providing the ‘glue’ to bind the other elements 

together and a stage to create new economic and cultural activity. 
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1000 BCE Megalithic settlement at Kundrathur

The Sangam period- neighbourhoods like Mylapore, Triplicane, 

Purasaiwalkkam appear to have been prominent places during 

this period 

300 BCE

300 CE

52 CE

70 CE

According to Christian Tradition, one of the Christian apostles St. 

Thomas arrives in the vicinity of Madras and preaches. The place 

where he was allegedly martyred is still known as St. Thomas Mount

806CE Date of the oldest surviving inscription in the city, a mixed Tamil- 

Sanskrit record of the Pallava king

900CE

1200CE

Madras forms a part of the Chola Empire.

Neighbourhoods to the south of Egmore form part of the Chola 

province of Puliyur Kottam while those to the north form part of 

the province of Puzhal Kottam

1500CE

1522CE
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The Portuguese occupy Mylapore and set up a colony which 

they name Sao Tome de Meliapore.

Establishment of the San Thome Church in honour of St. Thomas.

1600CE

1612CE

1626CE

Dutch arrive and capture the region near Pulicat,an 

establishment just north of the city
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The British select Durgarazpatnam, a village 35 miles south of 

Pulicat,to establish a factory

1639CE
The British secures a grant from the Damarla Venkatadri Nayaka, 

Nayaks of Kalahasti, for getting a three-mile-long strip of land 

and the city of Madras is founded (22 August)Foundation is laid 

for Fort St. George. Completed on 23rd April, 1640

1646CE Population of the city recorded as 19,000

1668CE Triplicane is annexed to the city

First Expansion of the city

1688CE Madras City Municipal Corporation inaugurated

The first corporation outside the city of London

1701CE Aurangazeb’s general Daud Khan attacks the fort

1708CE Wall built around the Black Town

1746CE French captures the city

1749CE Treaty of Aix- la- Chapelle

1767CE Hyder Ali’s first invasion

1785CE First Post office starts functioning

1788CE Thomas Parry lands in Madras and begins the oldest surviving 

mercantile name in the city—Parry's

1783CE Fort St. George is repaired and attains the present shape

1760CE
New Black Town is developed over the debris of the old 

Black Town

1798CE The area of the city was demarcated as the 69 sq km area 

surrounding the Fort and contained 16 hamlets within it

1817CE Madras Literary Society is founded

1831CE
First Commercial Bank, Madras Bank, is founded

First census in the city is taken (population: 39,785)

1842CE First lighthouse is built

General Hospital, originally meant only for the English, opens its 

doors to Indians
1856CE First Railway line from Royapuram to Arcot is built

1876CE Great Famine of Madras

Buckingham Canal is dug1878CE

1885CE Marina Beach road is formed

1889CE High Court Building foundation is laid

1894CE
First car is sold; A. J. Boag, director of Parry & Co, drives the car on city roads

1895CE First tram car service is inaugurated

1901CE The city, covering an area of about 70 sq km, has a population of 540,000

1905CE Madras Port Trust is formed

1862CE Construction of Harbour begins

1906CE Indian Bank is founded

1910CE Parsi fire temple is built at Royapuram

1956CE Madras city Capital of Tamil Nadu state

1972CE Madras Metropolitan Development Authority is formed

1996CE City of Madras is renamed as Chennai

2002CE Intercity bus terminus at George Town gets shifted to Chennai 

Mofussil Bus Terminus (CMBT) at Koyambedu
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STREET FURNITURE:

This includes, paving, benches, street

lights, statues, bus stops, etc. the

hardware which reinforces the

perceptual experience of the

precinct at the street level.

SIGNAGE:

A great deal of visual clutter

manifests itself through haphazardly

placed signage in the precinct.

These include shop Signages,

hoardings, as well as street name

boards.

Hoardings in fact obstruct some

important view corridors in the

precinct. Similarly, advertising

hoardings on buildings such as along

NSC Bose road should be

discontinued. Here public pressure

would have to be brought upon the

owners of the hoardings to

discontinue these visual obstructions

for the good of the city's aesthetics.

A manual needs to be prepared,

that has strict guideline controls for

shop signs and street names.

URBAN DESIGN ASPECTS:

Any major transformation in the

physical structure of the Fort and

the Town precinct, should be

treated as an urban design

opportunity.

Street connections, water- front

promenades and foot prints of

new buildings should be designed

to reinforce and not detract from

the existing structure of the

precinct.

Also, any reuse of land, should be

done respecting and

incorporating the listed heritage

buildings in that zone/ sub

precinct.










